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Abstract: We compare two processes (resonance enhancement and quasi-phase-matching)
allowing the enhancement of the high-order harmonics of ultrashort pulses during propagation
through different laser-induced plasmas (vanadium, antimony, indium, and manganese). We
show how the tuning of maximally enhanced harmonics during quasi-phase-matching in multi-jet
plasmas can enhance the resonantly-enhanced harmonics. Theoretical calculations support
experimentally observed quasi-phase-matching of a group of harmonics and single harmonic
enhancement.
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1.

Introduction

The high-order harmonics generation (HHG) in gases, laser-induced plasmas (LIP), and from
surfaces attracts attention due to the formation of the sources of coherent radiation in the extreme
ultraviolet (XUV) range and the generation of pulses on the attosecond time scale. Different
processes can change the characteristics of HHG. Among them, single-harmonic enhancement
(SHE) and quasi-phase-matching (QPM) of a group of harmonics are the most attractive methods
for increasing the output of coherent radiation in the XUV.
Various groups studied different processes during experimental studies of HHG in LIP [1–11].
Additionally, the theoretical studies of the resonant effect on SHE were carried out using various
approaches. Initially, the influence of multiple electron trajectories was assumed to cause this
process during HHG in LIP [12]. Then, a four-step model considered the ion transitions with
large oscillation strength (gf ) between the ground state and the autoionizing state (AIS) of ions
[13]. Other models were based on bound-bound transitions [14–16], as well as on the coupling
of multi-electron excited states with increased harmonic output [17,18]. Each of these models
to some extent confirms the described experiments with HHG related to the observation of the
resonance effect in plasma. The four-step model [13] seems to be more convenient to provide the
experimentally oriented numerical calculations. Notice that a search for transitions with large
gf s gives a possibility to verify the optimal position of resonant harmonics in the HHG spectrum
in the frames of the four-step model.
The same can be said about the compatibility of the theoretical explanations of QPM between
driving and harmonic waves and the described experimental realizations of this process in
gases and plasmas. HHG of laser radiation in extended gas media has long been considered an
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inefficient process due to the excess of the average length over the coherence length (Lcoh ) of
harmonics. At a distance equal to Lcoh , the phase mismatch π increases and causes destructive
interference between the driving and harmonic waves. For gas harmonics in the XUV region,
QPM is aimed at canceling out-of-phase radiation. As has been shown in several schemes of gas
jets, as soon as the waves leave the medium, their phase changes [19–22]. Then the frequency
conversion process can be effectively continued in another group of harmonic emitters.
The QPM effects in gas and plasma can be effectively simulated by the interference model [23]
taking into account the single atom responses calculated using the non-perturbative approach
[24]. In accordance to the interference model, the medium can be represented as a series of
atoms interacting with a laser field having parameters depending on the position of the atom
in the medium. Each atom emits the coherent radiation, which interferes (constructively or
destructively) with the emission of other atoms. This model was used to study the QPM effects
in plasma media [25] and gases [26].
In the case of LIP, the separation of the extended plasma plume into several small plasma
jets can restore the correct phase ratio between the driving and harmonic waves and make it
possible to further increase the harmonic yield in various spectral ranges of the XUV. Among
the approaches for QPM in plasmas, the following methods can be considered: (a) the use of
microlithographic targets, (b) the use of perforated targets that allow separation in time for the
plasma jets to reach the axis of propagation of the driving beam, and (c) the use of multiple
slits with different distances between them as screens installed in front of ablating targets, which
makes it possible to achieve an adjustable separation between several plasma jets.
Meanwhile, the analysis of the joint application of two methods leading to harmonics
enhancement was yet reported. There are no comparative studies of these micro- and macroprocesses in the generation of high-order harmonics. Of particular interest is the joint manifestation
of the advanced capabilities of SHE and QPM. Since the former process was previously
implemented only in a plasma medium, the combination of these harmonic enhancement
mechanisms can be demonstrated only in LIP. Here we presented the results of HHG studies
in several LIPs under conditions when the two above processes complement each other. We
show how the tuning of maximally enhanced harmonics during QPM in multi-jet plasma can
further increase the resonantly enhanced single harmonic. Our theoretical calculations confirm
the experimentally observed quasi-phase-matching of a group of harmonics and the enhancement
of a single harmonic.
2.

Experimental

Four metals (manganese, antimony, indium, and vanadium) were selected for these experiments.
While various other ablated metals are suitable for demonstrating QPM in LIP, SHE is observed
only in a limited number of plasma species. The QPM conditions in the selected ablated samples
were created according to the scheme shown in Fig. 1(a).
The laser radiation was focused using a cylindrical lens on the surface of the above metals to
obtain plasma in the form of an elongated line with a length of 5 mm (upper inset in Fig. 1(a)).
Then a multi-slit mask (MSM) was inserted between the focusing cylindrical lens and the target
to form a group of equally separated narrow laser beams that ignited a set of separated plasma
jets (lower inset in Fig. 1(a)). The use of different fluencies and intensities of heating pulses
made it possible to vary the characteristics of these narrow plasma jets, in particular, the particle
density and the concentration of electrons (N e ). These variations in plasma formation made it
possible to match the sizes of plasma jets and the coherence length of the harmonics generated
during propagation of the femtosecond pulses through a group of laser-induced jets. Images of
ablated target areas in the case of a homogeneous extended linear laser beam and five narrow
laser beams are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. The corresponding schemes for a
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Fig. 1. Experimental arrangements for generation of QPM harmonics in LIP. (a) Ablation of
extended targets by the heating pulses focused using a cylindrical lens. Extended imperforated
LIP (upper raw image) and multi-jet LIP (bottom raw image) are shown. The latter plasma
was formed by installing the multi-slit mask (MSM) on the path of the focused heating pulse.
(b) Image of ablated surface in the case of line LIP. (c) Image of ablated surface in the
case of the formation of five plasma jets. (d) Propagation of driving pulses (DP) through
the single-jet narrow plasma (NP) formed on the target (T) surface. (e) Propagation of
driving pulses through the extended plasma (EP). (f) Propagation of driving pulses through
the multi-jet plasma (MJP). (g) Scheme for HHG in laser-induced plasmas. DP: driving
pulses, SL: spherical lens, T: target, LIP: laser-induced plasma, XUVS: extreme ultraviolet
spectrometer, MSM: multi-slit mask, CL: cylindrical lens, HP: heating pulses.

narrow single plasma jet, an extended plasma jet, and a five-jet structure are shown in Figs. 1(d),
1(e), and 1f, respectively.
Bulk manganese (Mn), vanadium (V), antimony (Sb), and indium (In) (Sigma-Aldrich) were
placed in a vacuum chamber (Fig. 1 g) and ablated by different laser pulses to form LIP, with
further HHG during the propagation of femtosecond laser pulses. The part of uncompressed
radiation from a Ti: sapphire laser (central wavelength of 806 nm, pulse duration of 270 ps, pulse
energy of 10 mJ, and a pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz) was used as a heating pulse for the target
ablation. The heating pulse interacted with the target surface at normal incidence. The size of the
focal spot on the target surface was maintained at 0.3 mm (in the case of focusing by spherical
lens) and 0.3×5 mm (in the case of focusing by cylindrical lens).
The plasma density depends on the pulse duration and intensity (or rather fluence) of heating
radiation, absorbance of materials, etc. Previous calculations based on the hydrodynamic code
HYADES allowed determining the concentrations of electrons and plasma in the ablated plumes
of different materials [27,28]. Particularly, this code allowed simulating the expansion of a silver
slab interacting with a laser pulse and then determining the electron density, ionization level, and
ion density as the functions of the heating pulse intensity at different distance from the target
surface.
There are other methods of the determination of plasma characteristics. The particle concentration in the interaction zone can be determined by the thermodynamic parameters of the
plasma. The absence of an abundance of ionized atoms under “mild” conditions of ablation
was confirmed by spectral analysis of the plasma. In such a case, the thermal model with
gas-dynamics boundary conditions can be applied for the analysis of the formation and heating of
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laser plasma [29]. Within the framework of this model, the vapor concentration and temperature
are determined by the energy and flow conservation laws and saturated vapor concentration.
The plasma density in the interaction zone was varied from 5×1016 to 2×1017 cm−3 , depending
on the plasma sample, experimental conditions, and distance between the target and the laser
beam. Additionally, to determine the density in the ablation plume a three-dimensional molecular
dynamical simulation of laser ablation of materials can be performed using the open-source
molecular dynamics code ITAP IMD [30,31]. Particularly, the density of the carbon plasma was
calculated at the experimental conditions of target ablation (i.e., 2 × 1010 Wcm−2 in the case of
8-ps pulses and 1×109 Wcm−2 in the case of 10-ns pulses) [32]. The corresponding densities
were found to be 2.6 × 1017 and 2.5 × 1018 cm−3 . Obviously, it is hard to precisely determine
the parameters of plasma for the definition of the optimal conditions for QPM. In our case, the
estimated plasma density was 2×1017 cm−3 .
The focused 50 fs pulses propagated through the LIP at a distance of 0.15 mm above the target
surface. This distance is too small to allow the plasma expand largely towards the orthogonal
direction. Correspondingly, the sizes of plasma jets through which femtosecond pulses propagate
were almost equal to the sizes of the open parts of the multi-slit mask. The intensity of the
focused 806 nm driving pulses inside the LIP was 3.5×1014 W cm−2 . The two-color pump (TCP;
806 nm and 403 nm) was used to generate the odd and even harmonics, alongside the application
of the single-color pump (SCP; 806 nm) of plasmas. A 0.2 mm-thick beta-barium borate (BBO,
λ = 403 nm, 3% conversion efficiency) crystal was inserted into the vacuum chamber in the path
of the focused 806 nm driving pulses to generate a second harmonic.
We directly measured the energies of the fundamental radiation and its second harmonic
behind the crystal using the energy meter and corresponding calibrated filters. The broadening
of second harmonic (SH) pulses compared with the fundamental radiation and the delay between
these pulses can be determined using the relations
τ2ω = [(∆delay )2 + 0.5(τω )2 ]1/2
[︃
]︃
1
1
∆delay = d
−
.
vω v2ω

(1)
(2)

Here t2ω is the pulse duration of SH after propagation of the fundamental pulse through the
barium borate (BBO) crystal of the thickness of d, tω is the pulse duration of the fundamental
radiation, and vω and v2ω are the group velocities of the ordinary fundamental and extraordinary
SH pulses, respectively. The pulse durations of fundamental and SH pulses were 50 and 67 fs.
The sizes of these focused beams were approximately equal to each other.
Based on above-described measurements, we estimated the approximately rate of intensities in
the case of single-color pump and two-color pump as 1:0.8. The most important uncertainty was
a ratio of the overlap of two pulses in the plasma area. Even at these unfavorable conditions, the
harmonic yields and extension of plateau were notably better in the case of the two-color pump.
We did not made the comparative measurements of the two- and single-color pump induced
HHG, since this topic was out of the main goal of this study. However, numerous publications,
both during gas HHG and plasma HHG, demonstrated the advantages of the former approach.
We also used an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) to apply the tunable (1200-1400 nm) near
infrared (NIR) driving pulses for HHG in the LIP. The signal pulses from the OPA (for example,
0.8 mJ, 80 fs, 1280 nm) were delayed by ∼80 ns relative to the heating pulses using an optical
delay line to adjust the moment of propagation of the driving pulses over the target surface at the
moment when the plasma concentration was maximal. The intensity of the focused NIR driving
pulses inside the LIP was 2×1014 W cm−2 . The TCP of the LIP was also used in that case to
apply the NIR and second harmonic (H2) pulses for the HHG in the plasmas. The harmonic
radiation was analyzed using a homemade XUV spectrometer.
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To create QPM conditions, one has to maintain a phase coupling between the driving and
harmonic waves along the whole period of propagation through the generating medium. For a
given size of a separate plasma jet (∼0.5 mm in the case of a mask with 5 slits and an ablating
target with a length of 5 mm), the QPM for the qth harmonic can be maintained at a fixed product
q×Ne , since
Lcoh ≈ 1.4 ×1018 (q ×Ne )−1
(3)
in the case of an 800 nm driving wave [33,34]. Here Lcoh is the coherence length (in mm), q is
the harmonic order in the QPM region showing the highest enhancement, and Ne is the electron
density in the plasma jets measured in cm−3 .
A decrease in Ne with a weaker ablation of the target using lower heating pulse fluencies
should lead to an optimization of QPM for a higher q in order to preserve the product q × Ne
unchanged for fixed spatial characteristics of plasma jets. We used MSMs with different widths
of slits (0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.8 mm). The distance between the slits was equal to the width of
the slits. The use of various MSMs allowed us to optimize the spectral range of the enhanced
group of harmonics centered on the maximally enhanced harmonic order (qmax ), the coherence
length of which was equal to the width of one slit.
We used the same intensity of the heating pulses in both cases (without and with multi-slit
mask) for the same material. However, this intensity was different for the four targets due to the
obvious difference in the creation of the optimal LIP.
3.
3.1.

Joint involvement of resonance and QPM processes
Vanadium plasma

Previously, HHG in vanadium plasma made it possible to achieve an expansion of the harmonic
cutoff to the 71st order of pumping 800 nm radiation with an efficiency of harmonic generation
in the plateau range of 1.6×10−7 [35]. Meanwhile, only low-order harmonics (up to the 23rd
order) were obtained when the vanadium target became weakly excited.
In our experiments with vanadium plasma, when excited using a larger fluence and intensity of
heating pulses (I hp “ 4×1010 W cm−2 ), the harmonics of 806 nm pulses up to H35 were achieved.
In the case of imperforated LIP (upper panel of Fig. 2(e)), we show a decay of all harmonics
towards the cut-off region (H39; this harmonic is seen in the raw image shown in Fig. 2(a), though
less visible in the lineout shown in Fig. 2(e)) for the vanadium plasma. This is an obvious pattern
of all harmonic spectra. The difference is the unusually strong H27 (see also Fig. 2(a)), which is
attributed to the involvement of the resonance-induced enhancement of this harmonic. In the case
of a single-jet LIP (l = 0.5 mm, Fig. 2(a)), the strong 27th harmonic dominated in the spectral
range of 20-37 nm due to the influence of a strong but unidentified ion transition with a large gf.
The enhancement of single harmonic occurs due to the closeness of this harmonic to the AIS
possessing large oscillator strength. Previous empirical observations of the harmonics in the
plateau region, which significantly exceed the neighbor ones, found the theoretical confirmation
in a few studies [13,17,36,37]. Occasionally, previous measurements of the oscillator strengths of
those transitions almost perfectly coincided with what was observed in experiment (for example,
in the case of indium plasma during generation of strong 13th harmonic of 800 radiation). Most
of observed enhanced harmonics were identified as being close to the reported strong ionic
transitions. Meanwhile, some of them were not identified, particularly, the ionic transition of
vanadium in the vicinity of the 27th harmonic of 800 nm radiation. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no reports in the journals and information in the databases of NIST, etc. regarding the
strong ionic transition of V at ∼29 nm. A lack of knowledge of the spectroscopic properties of
this metal in XUV just points out the advantage of HHG in LIPs allowing determining such
transitions by the empirical method.
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Fig. 2. Harmonic spectra from vanadium plasma. (a) Raw images of harmonic spectra
were obtained during HHG of 806 nm pulses in narrow LIP (l = 0.5 mm). 21st to 37th
harmonics are presented, with strong H27. Inset: the shape of narrow plasma. (b) Images of
interference patterns of H25 – H29 were obtained using a double-slit configuration. Inset:
spatial distribution of the interference pattern of H27 (see text). (c) HHG in extended LIP.
The comparable intensities of 23rd and H27th harmonics were obtained. Inset: the shape of
extended 5-mm-long plasma. (d) HHG in multi-jet LIP. One can see a significant growth of
H31-H39 and decay of H27. Inset: the shape of 5-jet plasma. (e) Spectral distribution of the
harmonics generated in extended imperforated vanadium plasma (upper curve) and multi-jet
LIP (bottom curve). The accumulated number of laser shots was 10.

The degree of spatial coherence of the harmonics generated in LIPs is an important parameter
in applications requiring high spatial coherence. Resonantly enhanced harmonics can have either
low or high spatial coherence, depending on the HHG conditions in the plasma. We analyzed this
parameter in the case of resonantly enhanced H27 (Fig. 2(b)). The test for the coherent character
of the emission from vanadium plasma was carried out using a Young double-slit interferometer.
The double slits were mounted on a translation stage and placed approximately 40 cm from the
targets, with the microchannel plate of XUV spectrometer positioned at 70 cm from the slits.
The two slits, spaced by 25 µm, were made from stainless steel and had 8 µm width and 10 mm
length. A flat field grating, a microchannel plate, and a CCD camera of an XUV spectrometer
were used to analyze the images of interference fringes.
The fringe visibility was determined by the ratio V = (Imax -Imin )/(Imax +Imin ), where Imax and
Imin correspond to the maximum and minimum intensities of the interference pattern (right
inset in Fig. 2(b)). In the case of H27, the measured visibility of the fringes corresponding
to the modulus of the complex coherence coefficient in the case of H27 was determined as
V = 0.61. We observed approximate equality in the visibility of the fringes from resonant (H27)
and non-resonant (in particular, H25 and H29) harmonics. This parameter depends, in particular,
on the value of N e , which can reduce V in highly excited plasmas and gases.
We did not see similar coherence properties of the spontaneous emission from the vanadium
plasma at the same spectral region by overexciting the target using strong heating pulses. Those
experiments showed weak visibility of the interference fringes in the case of spontaneous emission
of laser-induced plasma, while the visibility of harmonics-induced interference pattern (∼0.65)
was almost similar to the case of the optimal plasma formation. This measurement is related to the
“non-optimal” plasma formation, i.e. plasma formed at stronger ablation of targets. Our studies
showed that the coherency of harmonics defined from the visibility of interference pattern of
harmonics did not significantly vary at different conditions of plasma formation. The difference
of V between these two conditions of plasma formation was in the range of the accuracy of
measurements of this parameter (±0.5). Thus the interference tests confirmed that the observed
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radiation of harmonics from the vanadium ablation plume possesses good coherence for both
resonance-enhanced harmonic (H27) and neighboring unenhanced harmonics (H25 and N29).
We carried out these measurements of a single randomly chosen resonance-enhanced harmonic
in the case of one of four samples to show the coherence properties of the generated radiation.
Obviously, it is not necessary to measure the visibility of all harmonics from all targets to
demonstrate the generality of the high coherency of this radiation. Notice that there is no relation
between the linewidth and coherency properties of harmonics, at least for the used range of
driving pulses intensity.
The formation of extended vanadium plasma (right inset in Fig. 2(c)) led to a decrease in
the output of harmonics above H27, which made it possible to emphasize the enhancement of
this harmonic with respect to all neighboring orders (see the original image of the harmonic
spectrum shown in Fig. 2(c)). The lineout of this figure is shown in Fig. 2(e) (upper curve).
Weak decayed harmonics can be seen in the range of 22 - 28 nm (i.e. below the wavelength of the
resonantly enhanced H27, λ = 29.6 nm), with almost no harmonic radiation below this region
of the spectrum. The decrease in the output of higher-order harmonics in the case of extended
plasma was associated with lower coherence lengths of these harmonics compared to the length
of the extended plasma (5 mm) under the conditions of plasma formation used.
This pattern of harmonic distribution changed dramatically as soon as multi-jet plasma
consisting of five 0.5 mm long jets separated by 0.5 mm from each other was created on the target
surface. The image of the formed LIP diverging from the surface of the vanadium target is shown
in the left inset of Fig. 2(d). A relatively small divergence of these plasma jets is visible, which
allows expecting the distance between them to remain approximately the same (∼0.5 mm) at a
distance of 0.2 mm from the target surface. The raw image of the harmonic spectrum (Fig. 2(d))
demonstrates a notable enhancement of the harmonics exceeding those orders observed in the
imperforated plasma (Fig. 2(c)).
The dominance of H33 and H35, the extension of the enhanced harmonics up to the 53rd order
(not shown in this figure) and the relative decrease in the enhancement of the resonance-affected
H27 compared to the group of harmonics improved by QPM were among the notable changes
visible on the screen of the CCD camera capturing the images of harmonics distribution. The
lineout of this spectrum (the lower curve of Fig. 2(e)) in the case of a five-jet plasma confirms
the predominance of a group of harmonics with QPM enhancement over a resonantly enhanced
single harmonic. The discrepancy in the wavelengths of maximally enhanced QPM harmonic
and SHE did not allow achieving an additional increase in the output of the latter harmonic.
Moreover, due to the location of this harmonic on the wing of the gain caused by QPM, we
observed only a 1.5-fold increase in H27, while the neighboring H29 was increased by 4.2 times
(compare the upper and lower curves in Fig. 2(e)). Meanwhile, a gain of 11.5× was achieved in
the case of qmax (H33).
3.2.

Antimony plasma

The formation of conditions for the coincidence of the maximally enhanced harmonics in two
processes (SHE and QPM) requires the use of the LIP, which allows generating the highest
possible order of resonance-enhanced harmonic. One of the examples of such plasmas can be an
antimony LIP. To analyze the conditions under which the above coincidence can be realized, we
used the single-color (1310 nm) and two-color (1310 nm + 655 nm) pumping of plasma. The
latest pump configuration of the antimony plasma allowed us to observe the increased outputs of
SHE (H35) emission and QPM in the same spectral region.
Figure 3(a) shows the harmonic spectra in the case of single-color (red thick curve) and
two-color (blue thin curve) pumps of a narrow (0.4 mm) LIP. In the first case, only a few odd
harmonics of 1310 nm radiation, up to H31 in the spectral range of 32–48 nm, were observed.
The two-color pump (1310 nm + 655 nm) allowed us to generate a plateau-like distribution of odd
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and even harmonics up to H38. The strong H35 (λ = 37.4 nm, gain ∼5 relative to the neighboring
harmonics) dominated over other odd and even harmonics. In this case, a near coincidence of
H35 with strong transitions of Sb II ions was attributed to SHE.

Antimony plasma
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Fig. 3. Harmonic emission from antimony plasma. (a) Two-color (1310 nm + 655 nm, blue
curve) pump and single-color (1310 nm, red color) pump of narrow (0.4 mm) Sb LIP. (b)
Modification of harmonic emission in the vicinity of strong resonance transition of SbII
using the tuning of near-infrared pulses. Blue solid curve: 1310 nm + 655 nm pump. Red
dotted curve: 1370 nm + 685 nm pump. (c) Harmonic spectra and enhancement during
two-color pump of extended Sb plasma. Upper panel: extended (5 mm) imperforated Sb LIP.
Middle panel: HHG in four-jet LIP. Bottom panel: QPM-induced enhancement factors of the
group of harmonics. The accumulated number of laser shots was 10. The arbitrary units are
different for (a) – (c) panels and are used for comparative purposes in each of those panels.

Previously, a 10-fold enhancement of a single high-order harmonic near the 4d10 5s2 2p3 P2
– 4d9 5s2 5p3 (2 D)3 D3 transition of SbII (λ = 37.82 nm) in the case of a low-ionized antimony
plume was reported [38]. The conversion efficiency of this harmonic was 2.5×10−5 , and the
output energy was 0.3 µJ. The used excitation pulses (795 nm) made it possible to increase H21
(λ = 37.7 nm) yield from a narrow Sb plasma.
Antimony has two strong ionic transitions (4d10 5s2 2p3 P2 – 4d9 5s2 5p3 (2 D)3 D3 and 4d10 5s2 2p1 D2
– 4d9 5s2 5p3 (2 D)3 F3 ) in the vicinity of 37 nm [39]. The gf s of these transitions were calculated
as 1.36 and 1.63, respectively, which is 6-7 times higher than those of neighboring transitions.
The reason for the different enhancement of the H21 pump with a wavelength of 795 nm (10×,
[38]) and the H35 pump with a wavelength of 1310 nm (5×) can be probably attributed to the
proximity of the 4d10 5s2 2p3 P2 – 4d9 5s2 5p3 (2 D)3 D3 transition driven by the AC Stark shift and
the former harmonic. It is difficult to argue about the comparative involvement of this effect on
the tuning of the transitions under consideration towards the harmonic wavelength. Moreover,
there is no need in the exact coincidence of the wavelengths of ionic transition and harmonic to
achieve the maximum growth of harmonic yield.
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Tuning the wavelength of the optical parametric amplifier allowed us to demonstrate a change
in the order of the maximally enhanced harmonic. In particular, in the case of a pump of
1370 nm + 685 nm, the maximum increased harmonic order was set to H36 (Fig. 3(b), red dotted
curve; compare with H35, the blue solid curve for a pump of 1310 nm + 655 nm). The gain of
this harmonic was lower than that of H35, which was explained by the better phase-matching
conditions in the latter case.
In the case of an elongated (5 mm) Sb LIP, a single-color pump (1310 nm) allowed us to
generate harmonics up to H41 (Fig. 3(c), upper panel). The use of MSM containing slits with a
width of 0.6 mm made it possible to form four jets with a width of 0.6 mm, separated from each
other by 0.6 mm instead of a 5 mm-long imperforated LIP. In this case, the maximally enhanced
group of harmonics (H36 and H37) was close to the H35 enhanced due to the closeness with
the strong ionic transition of SbII (Fig. 3(c), middle panel). The QPM-induced enhancement
of these harmonics was calculated by dividing the blue curve (middle panel) by the red curve
(upper panel). On the lower panel of Fig. 3(c), one can see the gain coefficients of all harmonics
in the spectral range of 30-45 nm. It is possible to assume a smaller gain of the “resonant”
(H35) harmonic in comparison with neighboring ones. This decrease in the gain of the H35
harmonics can be explained by the above-mentioned stronger influence of free electrons on
the phase-matching conditions of the resonantly-enhanced single harmonic compared to the
QPM-enhanced group of harmonics.
3.3.

Indium plasma

The plasma from this metal was used as an effective sample for SHE in the vicinity of a very
strong transition of InII (λ = 62.24 nm, gf = 1.11 [40]). The first observation of this effect [12
28] allowing the generation of exceptionally strong H13 of 800 nm laser was accompanied by an
analysis of this process both theoretically [13 29] and experimentally [41].
The joint manifestation of SHE and QPM is aimed at demonstrating the comparison of these
two processes lying in different spectral ranges. The harmonic (H21, λ = 62.86 nm) resonantly
enhanced in the case of pumping by 1320 nm + 660 nm pulses of extended indium plasma and
the expected maximally enhanced group of harmonics centered at about the thirtieth harmonics
(35–42 nm) do not affect each other. Our studies of this process revealed some new features of
the relative enhancement factors associated with the above processes.
The raw image shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4(a) represents the distribution of harmonics
generating in the extended (5 mm) In LIP. The main peculiarity here is a very strong H21 followed
by very weak higher-order harmonics, which are barely seen and extended up to the 39th order.
The insertion of the MSM with the slit sizes of 0.6 mm on the path of the heating pulses allowed
us the formation of four jets on the 5-mm-long target. This manipulation with the shape of
homogeneous LIP led to the formation of the optimal conditions for the significant enhancement
of the harmonics centered at around H33 (bottom panel of Fig. 4(a)). The visual observation of
the harmonics distribution demonstrates how the coherent addition of the harmonic yield in the
30–50 nm range led to the formation of conditions when the coherence length of H33 coincided
with the width of the single jet at the fixed N e inside the indium plasma.
The quantitative presentation of this effect in the 25–55 nm spectral range in the case of
1300 nm + 650 nm two-color pump of In LIP is seen in Fig. 4(b). The upper panel shows the
plateau-like shape of weak harmonics distribution up to H40 in the case of imperforated plasma.
The ratio between the resonantly enhanced 21st harmonic and ordinary harmonic in the plateau
range (for example, H29) was quite large (∼27) thus demonstrating the dominance of the SHE
effect at these conditions. The insertion of MSM with six 0.4-mm-long slits allowed us the
formation of six jets leading to the enhancement of harmonics in the 35 nm region (middle panel).
At these conditions of plasma modulation, the ratio of resonance- and QPM-enhanced harmonics
became significantly lower (H21/H38 = 3.7). Even closer intensities of the resonance and QPM
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Fig. 4. HHG in indium LIP. (a) Raw images of harmonic spectra generated in the indium
LIP pumped by 1320 nm + 660 nm pulses. The upper spectrum corresponds to the HHG
from the homogeneous extended indium plasma. The bottom spectrum corresponds to
the HHG from the multi-jet indium LIP with the single plasma jet sizes of 0.6 mm. (b)
Harmonic spectra line-outs from indium LIP in the 25–65 nm spectral range using different
configurations of laser-plasma. Upper panel: extended (6 mm) imperforated LIP. The ratio
between resonance harmonic (H21) and plateau harmonic (H29) is 27. Middle panel: six-jet
LIP. The ratio between resonance harmonic (H21) and maximally QPM-enhanced harmonic
(H38) is 3.7. Bottom panel: four-jet LIP. The ratio between resonance harmonic (H21) and
maximally QPM-enhanced harmonic (H33) is 1.3. The accumulated number of laser shots
was 10.
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harmonics were achieved in the case of four plasma jets formed using the MSM containing the
0.6-mm-long slits. In that case, the envelope of enhanced harmonics was shifted towards the
longer-wavelength region (∼40 nm, Fig. 4(b), bottom panel). At these conditions of plasma
modulation, the H21/H33 ratio was close to 1.3, thus demonstrating the approximate equality in
the enhancement factors of SHE and QPM. Notice that the enhancement of other harmonics in
this spectral range implies a significant growth of the integrated yield of coherent radiation in the
shorter-wavelength region.
The variation of H21, as well as lower-order harmonics, in the case of imperforated and
multi-jet plasmas was almost insignificant (compare the raw images of those harmonics in
Fig. 4(a) and the relative intensities of H21 in Fig. 4(b)), which underline a small influence of
QPM on the harmonics lying far from the spectral region affected by the multi-particles related
process.
3.4.

Manganese plasma

Manganese plasma allows generating the highest orders of harmonics reported so far in the
case of HHG in LIPs. One of the features of this medium is the appearance of a “second
plateau” in the distribution of harmonics, as soon as the plasma becomes properly formed and
excited. The second plateau appears in the region below 24 nm to ∼8 nm. The beginning of this
plateau corresponds to the strong resonantly enhanced 33rd harmonic of the Ti:sapphire laser
(λ = 24.4 nm; the red dotted curve in Fig. 5(a)). This observation is consistent with the data
presented in the case of single-color pumping of the Mn LIP by 800 nm class lasers [42–44].
The use of a two-color pump (806 nm + 403 nm) made it possible to generate a stronger even
harmonic in this area (H34; Fig. 5(a), solid blue line). In both cases of pumping, the 24 nm
region becomes generating the strongest harmonics in the spectral range below λ = 37 nm.
Previously, the optimal enhancement conditions for H33 of 800 nm laser in the vicinity of giant
3p-3d resonances of Mn II in the range of 23.8–24.3 nm, which is the region of the metastable
states of manganese [45], were controlled by various means [46]. An increase in the fluence of
the heating pulse led to an increase in the plasma concentration, which is an important factor
for improving the harmonic output due to a larger number of emitters. However, along with the
growth of plasma density, the predominant influence of free electrons appearing with stronger
ablation on the phase-matching conditions leads to the cancellation of the optimal phase relations
between the interacting waves. Accordingly, the growing phase mismatch leads to a decrease in
the harmonic cutoff. This process becomes predominant in the case of an extended manganese
LIP, when only weak harmonics up to H51 are generated in such plasma (Fig. 5(b), red dotted
curve). To eliminate the influence of hindering factors, we changed the shape of an imperforated
manganese plasma creating a six-jet LIP with a single jet size of ∼0.4 mm. Under these conditions,
a strong enhancement of a group of harmonics with a center near H43 was observed (Fig. 5(b),
blue solid curve). It can be seen that the improvement attributed to QPM was stronger than the
improvement associated with SHE. Moreover, a comparison of the H33 in these two cases shows
almost the same output, while the nearby higher-order harmonic (H35) was increased by 4 times.
A decrease in the fluence of heating pulses made it possible to improve the propagation of
harmonics in imperforated extended plasma (up to H69, not shown in Fig. 5(c), red dotted curve).
Another MSM was installed to form eight jets with a single jet size of ∼0.3 mm in order to expand
the enhancement of weak harmonics in the 12–20 nm spectral range. The blue solid curve in
Fig. 5(c) shows a drastic increase of harmonics output in this region caused by the formation
of QPM conditions, in addition to the region where the harmonic with resonance enhancement
prevails over other orders (∼24 nm). The maximum output was observed for H55 (gain ∼8×).
One can clearly see a larger output of several harmonics at around this maximally enhanced QPM
harmonic compared to the resonantly enhanced H33 harmonic.
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Fig. 5. Harmonic line-outs from manganese plasma in the case of HHG using SCP (806 nm)
and TCP (806 nm + 403 nm). (a) Single-color (red dotted curve) and two-color (blue solid
curve) pumps of narrow (0.4 mm) Mn LIP. (b) Harmonic spectra from extended imperforated
Mn LIP (red dotted curve) and 6-jet plasma (blue solid curve). (c) Harmonic spectra from
extended imperforated Mn LIP (red dotted curve) and 8-jet plasma (blue solid curve). The
accumulated number of laser shots was 10. The arbitrary units are different for (a) – (c)
panels and are used for comparative purposes in each of those panels.
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Theoretical consideration of the joint manifestation of SHE and QPM

As discussed above, SHE, which arises due to large oscillator strengths of the transitions between
ground states and AIS of ions in the plasma, can be well interpreted within the framework of
the “four-step model” [13,47]. The output of enhanced harmonics depends on the number of
emitters. As a result, the intensity of the enhanced harmonics should be reduced when replacing
the extended plasma with a perforated one due to a twofold reduction in the number of ions in this
case. The decrease in intensity of “resonance” harmonics at QPM conditions was experimentally
determined in the manganese and indium plasmas (Fig. 5(c) and 4(a), respectively), while in two
other studied LIPs (Sb and V), an increase in the intensity of resonantly enhanced harmonics was
observed under QPM conditions.
This difference is explained by the degree of overlap of the spectral positions of a group of
QPM-enhanced harmonics and a resonance-enhanced single harmonic. In particular, in the case
of 8 jets of manganese plasma, the position of harmonics with QPM enhancement (centered at
around H55) is quite far from the resonant (H33) harmonic (Fig. 5(c)). The same can be said
about HHG in indium plasma (Fig. 4(a)). Meanwhile, in the other two cases (vanadium and
antimony plasmas), the QPM in LIPs increases the output of the resonant harmonic to some
extent (Figs. 2 and 3).
Overall, a significant increase of SHE in the LIP was not achieved under the QPM conditions
while using the multi-jet plasma. The lack of strong enhancement may be due to the balance of
two factors: a decrease in the number of emitters in multi-jet plasma compared to an extended
plasma, which reduces the influence of SHE, and QPM-induced increase of the intensity of single
resonance-enhanced harmonic.
To study the QPM phenomenon in LIP independently of SHE, we performed the numerical
calculations of QPM-enhanced harmonics in the vanadium, antimony, indium, and manganese
plasmas and compared these calculations with experimental data. The calculations were carried
out within the framework of the interference model [23] and the nonperturbative approach [24].
As it was mentioned in introduction section, within the framework of the theoretical description of
the plasma photoemission reaction, the medium was represented as a series of atoms interacting
with a laser field, having parameters depending on the position of the atom in the medium. Due to
the propagation in the medium, the parameters of the laser field change from atom to atom. The
response of individual atoms is calculated in the framework of the nonperturbative theory [24]
(amplitudes and phases of harmonics and its dependencies over the position of the atoms inside
the LIP extracts from numerical experiments). The total response of the photoemission of the
medium is calculated in accordance with the interference model (as a sum of coherently generated
emitters) [23]. The parameters of the laser fields (intensities of single and two-color laser field
components, their temporal widths, and delay times between the components of two-color laser
fields) and the plasma parameters (such as widths of LIP jets, their number, densities of plasmas)
were selected in accordance with the experimental data.
We assume that parameters of the laser field change during the propagation in the LIP due to
dispersion. The influence of plasma is taken into account in accordance with the Lorentz theory
[25,48]. Reabsorption of the generated radiation is not taken into account.
Here we show how the parameters of interaction are used in the numerical calculations in the
case of the indium 6-jets LIP. Due to QPM the maximally enhanced harmonic order is 40. In
accordance with Eq. (3) Ne = 8.4×1016 cm−3 , total plasma density is 2×1017 cm−3 . In accordance
with the Lorentz classical theory the refractive indices of plasma at λ1 = 1320 nm and λ2 = 660 nm
were calculated. The initial ∼30 fs delay between two pulses (due to passing through the 0.2 mm
thick BBO crystal) increases along the propagation through the plasma. Those parameters are
used to calculate the harmonics parameters in the case of the ensemble of In atoms placed in
plasma.
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The results of numerical calculations of the QPM enhancement of harmonics in the four
studied plasmas are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 (indicated by stars). The experimentally measured
QPM enhancements are also shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for direct comparison (indicated by squares).
The positions of the maximally enhanced harmonics calculated numerically and measured
experimentally, almost coincide with each other. Moreover, the calculated values of the QPM
enhancement also correspond to the experimentally measured ones. The results of numerical
calculations allow us to separate the influence of QPM and SHE: in all calculated cases, the
influence of QPM on the resonance-enhanced harmonic is constructive (except for the case of
8-jets manganese plasma presented in Fig. 7(b) by red circles and 4-jets indium plasma presented
in Fig. 7(a) by red circles). As a result, in most cases, the decrease in the number of ions is
compensated by a small addition of QPM-induced enhancement of “resonance” harmonics. The
latter makes it possible to observe a slight growth of the harmonics enhanced by resonance in all
cases, except for the case of 8 jets of manganese plasma and for both investigated cases of indium
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Fig. 6. (a) Calculation of QPM enhancement in vanadium plasma presented in Fig. 2(d) in
the case of perforated plasma (red stars). Experimentally measured QPM enhancement is
presented for comparison (black squares). (b) Calculation of QPM enhancement in antimony
plasma presented in Fig. 3(c), bottom panel (red stars). Experimentally measured QPM
enhancement is presented for comparison (black squares).
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plasma, since the position of maximally enhanced QPM harmonics for these cases are far away
from the “resonant” harmonics for these types of plasma.
5.

Discussion

Below we address the rational in choosing the targets for ablation. HHG can be realized in
various plasmas; however not all of them are suitable for the goals of our study. For example,
aluminum plasma allows generation of weak harmonics. Additionally, it does not provide the
opportunity in demonstration of the resonance enhancement of single harmonic. The latter is
one of the topics of present studies aimed in comparison of the effects of (a) a microprocess
related to the single particle response leading to the enhancement of a single harmonic due to its
vicinity to the strong transitions, i.e. those possessing high values of oscillator strength, and (b)
a macroprocess related to the collective response of a whole medium allowing the formation
of the artificially created phase-matching between the fundamental wave and the waves of a
group of harmonics. Correspondingly, neither Al, nor many other materials are suitable for
the comparative studies of the abovementioned processes. Notice that most suitable metal for
efficient HHG in LIP is silver, which provides exceptionally strong harmonics along a broad
range of XUV and extremely useful for the demonstration of QPM. However, the LIP produced
on the surface of this metal does not allow generation of the resonance-induced single harmonic
and correspondingly cannot be used for our goal.
Firstly, we have chosen the plasmas allowing the resonance-induced generation of single
harmonic. Currently those are Cr, Mo, Sn, Te, As, Sb, V, In, and Mn. Among them four latter
species are most compatible for our task of the comparative QPM/resonance studies. Other
metals (Cr, Mo, Sn, Te, As) are less suitable from the point of view of the formation of the
extended plateau of harmonics, which is a prerequisite for the observation of the QPM effect in
different regions of XUV.
Thus the general meaning of our findings in view of other materials is the necessity to choose
the appropriate plasmas allowing simultaneous observation of two processes overlapping with
each other. Our choice of four materials (Sb, Mn, In, and V) allowed demonstrating the effects of
joint involvement of two abovementioned processes in the increase of the harmonic yield.
The routine to demonstrate these processes was as follows. Firstly, we created the extended
plasma on the surfaces of those targets. The conditions of the formed plasma did not correspond
to the maximal yield of harmonics. This is explained by the over-excitation of the target leading
to the formation of a large amount of the free electrons in plasma alongside the denser plasma.
Large concentration of electrons caused the phase-mismatch between the interacting waves during
propagation of a short distance inside such plasma due to the shortened coherence length for the
harmonics, especially those belonging to the shorter-wavelength range. To constructively combine
the yield of harmonics generation one has to maintain the distance of plasma corresponding to
the coherence length of those harmonics. In that case the flip of the phase difference between
the fundamental wave and the waves of the group of harmonics (not a single one, since the
spectral dispersion of plasma changes slowly) after propagation of the short distance prevents
the destructive conversion of harmonics back to the fundamental wave. Secondly, the formation
of “dashed” plasma is produced by inserting the multi-slit mask just after the cylindrical lens
allowing the formation of a line focus.
The basics of this approach are as follow. An alternative to perfect phase matching is classical
QPM in periodically poled structures, where the nonlinear polarization axis is flipped at the
distance where the phase mismatch between the driving pulse and its propagating harmonic
reaches π. So, instead of increasing from π to 2 π, the phase mismatch increases from 0 to π
once again. However, it is impossible in HHG to create similar periodically poled laser plasmas
for HHG because of the inversion symmetry of gaseous or plasma media, so an alternative
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approach to QPM is required. HHG QPM in laser plasmas and gases by temporal, or equally,
more easily achieved spatial modulation of fields is based on the compensation of phase mismatch
∆ϕ accumulated between the two fields with different frequencies (in HHG this is the driving
field and its certain harmonics) when propagating in the dispersive medium.
The commonly accepted understanding of optimal HHG QPM is that the multijet structure of
gas or plasma changes ∆ϕ from π at the exit from one jet to 2 π at the beginning of another jet,
so the separation between the jets prohibits the destructive generation of harmonics in opposite
directions of the electric field when π < ∆ϕ < 2 π. During HHG QPM the transition from plasma
jets to no-plasma intervals is not as distinct, as, for example, the boundary between periodically
poled crystal structures in classical QPM. The optical properties of no-plasma regions may also
differ significantly from properties of plasma jets. Namely, the change of the phase at the exit of
the jet is not necessarily π, but the total phase change of a harmonic after passing one jet and one
no-plasma region is »2 π, which one can call the 2π QPM condition. This 2π QPM condition is
currently assumed to support the experimentally observed near-quadratic growth of the HHG
QPM efficiency with the number of jets.
Below we address the usefulness of the relation between the coherence length, maximally
enhanced harmonic order, and electron density of LIP. According to Eq. (3), a 1.5-fold increase in
Lcoh should provide QPM for the 2/3 harmonic order. Particularly, changing plasma jet sizes from
0.4 mm (Fig. 4(b), middle panel) to 0.6 mm (Fig. 4(b), bottom panel) in the case of indium plasma
should lead to the variation of the peak of harmonic distribution from H38 to H25. However, the
observed peak was changed from H38 to H33.
The relation (Lcoh ×q ∞ const) is fulfilled once one uses the same concentration of the free
electrons appearing during the over-excitation of a target. Meanwhile, the line-outs taken from
the raw images presented in the middle and bottom parts of Fig. 4(b) are related to different
conditions of extended plasma formation. In other words, these two spectra were not taken from
the indium LIP by simple replacement of MSM by another one. In some cases, we initially
optimized the extended (5-mm) plasma to further achieve the maximum harmonic yield from
different multi-jet plasma structures. Particularly, it was done in the case of experiments with
indium plasma. Because of this, the above relation was not maintained in the case of the data
presented in Fig. 4(b) for the In multi-jet LIP.
Meanwhile, once we do not change the conditions of target ablation, the Lcoh ×qmax rule
becomes closely followed. The confirmation of this feature can be seen in the case of Mn plasma
(Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)). Contrary to experiments with indium plasma, these two spectra were taken
from the manganese plasma at the same fluence of heating pulses. In that case, the multi-jet
structures were formed by the simple replacement of one MSM by another one. The observation
of maximally enhanced H43 in the case of 6-jet plasma allowed us to expect that in the case of
8-jet plasma the maximally enhanced order of QPM-enhanced harmonics would be 43×8:6∼H57.
Our experiment with 8-jet plasma confirmed this assumption: the maximally enhanced harmonic
was H55.
Our studies underline how sensitive the process of QPM formation is in laser plasma. Even
a small variation of the fluence of heating pulses allowed us to shift the maximally enhanced
harmonic from expected H25 to H33 in the case of In LIP. Thus our studies showed another
method of simultaneous modification of harmonics distribution by manipulation of both spatial
and electron density parameters.
6.

Conclusions

We compared two processes (resonance enhancement and quasi-phase-matching) that allow
increasing the yield of the high-order harmonics of ultrashort pulses when propagating through
various laser-induced plasmas. Vanadium, antimony, indium, and manganese plasmas were
chosen as effective media for harmonic generation, where these processes either coincided
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spectrally or separated in the extreme ultraviolet range. We showed how the tuning of maximally
enhanced harmonics during quasi-phase-matching in multi-jet plasma can increase the output
of the resonance-enhanced single harmonic. Our experimental study is confirmed by the
numerical calculations of QPM harmonics. We showed that adjusting the extended region of
the photoemission spectra in multi-jet plasma towards the position of the resonantly enhanced
harmonic can open up the possibility for additional enhancement of the resonant harmonic. We
showed up to 30-fold harmonic enhancement under QPM conditions, as well as an extension
of the harmonic cutoffs in some of the studied plasmas. The predominance of the QPM gain
over the resonance gain is shown. The tuning of groups of harmonics enhanced by QPM in the
direction of areas where resonant enhancement of one harmonic can be realized is demonstrated.
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